EMERGENCY

SERVICES

Our employees are trained for any emergency. Hire
our staff to alleviate any safety concerns during a
dangerous job. Rest assured we will do everything
in our power to make sure no family is torn apart
by tragedy.

We are experienced
and highly trained in the
transportation and industrial
fields. Our team represents
your interest and works
diligently to safely and
effectively protect you from
liabilities. We utilize special
monitoring equipment
to guard our customer’s
interest through rapid
assessment and deployment
to contain and confine
the emergency. We work
with you and government
interest to reach a positive
outcome, finding avenues to
save both lives and cost.

We offer the following services:
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING & ICS
Training your staff in the Incident
Management System, a standardized
nationwide recognized response
coordination. 20+ years of critical incident
coordination on staff.
PRE-FIRE PLANNING AND CONSULTING
Getting you prepared for your next
incident small or large.
FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING
We cover the ins-and-outs of fire
extinguisher ownership and use.
RAPID RESPONSE FIRE TRAINING
FIRE SAFETY AWARENESS
EMERGENCY ACTION/RESPONSE PLANS
FRP’S - FACILITY RESPONSE PLANS

www.gryphonesp.com

ON-SITE FIREFIGHTER
SUPERVISION
An easy way to gain peace-of-mind
knowing your staff will be in good
hands if a fire were to start on site.
ON-SITE EMT/PARAMEDIC
SUPERVISION
Nothing will alleviate a medical
emergency faster than having EMT
services on location.
HAZMAT EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Our team practices safe and proven
methods of responding to and
mitigating hazardous material
emergencies. We handle your spills
and coordinate clean ups.
CRITICAL HOT WORK/ HOT TAP
STANDBY
Stand by with foam suppression unit
or any fire equipment needed for
the situation for your critical jobs.

(432) 550-0600

COMPRESSED AIR FOAM SYSTEMS
FIXED OR PORTABLE SALES,
SERVICE, AND RENTALS
Compressed air foam systems
on location with remote dump
capabilities.
FIRE EXTINGUISHER SALES AND
SERVICE

